„Yoga am Bach“
im Südschwarzwald
Das Zentrum „Yoga am Bach“
Yoga am Bach öffnete im Frühling 2012 seine Türen.
Für Sabine Kühner, die Gründerin des Zentrums,
ging damit ein Lebenstraum in Erfüllung:
zurückkehren in die Heimat, um hier umzusetzten,
was sie in 28 Jahren in San Francisco und während
ihrer vielen, vielen Aufenthalte in Indien am Iyengar
Institute in Pune/Indien (seit1991) gelernt und erfahren hat.
Hier kann sie der Liebe zum Iyengar Yoga ein
Zuhause geben.

Zeitplan
Freitag, 2. Oktober
18.30 bis 21.00 Uhr
Samstag, 3.Oktober
9.00 bis 12.00 und 15.00 bis 18.00 Uhr

Yoga am Bach
lädt ein zum Yoga Wochenende mit

June Whittaker Pisano
der Senior Iyengar Yoga Lehrerin aus Nizza, France

Sonntag, 4.Oktober
9.00 bis 12.00 und 13.00 bis 15.00 Uhr
Preis
270 € (inkl. 19% MwSt.)
Essen und Übernachtung sind nicht inbegriffen

Bankverbindung
Sabine Kühner, Sparkasse Hochrhein
IBAN DE51 6845 2290 0077 0520 82
BIC SKHRDE6WXXX
Infos und Anmeldung:
Yoga am Bach, Am Beerenbühl 5 , 79682 Todtmoos
Tel: 07674 - 92 48 969
sabine@yoga-am-bach.de
www.yoga-am-bach.de

Freitag, 2. Oktober bis
Sonntag, 4. Oktober 2020

www.yoga-am-bach.de

In 1979 June Whittaker sought another discipline after an earlier life in classical ballet. She fell upon Iyengar Yoga in London more
than 39 years ago, having been completely inspired by the sophistication and depth of its' teaching and practices. In 1999, June
moved from London to Nice, France to co-direct the Institut de Yoga Iyengar de Nice with her partner and husband Christian Pisano.
She has held her Senior 3 Iyengar Yoga teachers’ certificate since 2007 and still travels regularly to India to continue her studies with
the Iyengar family at the Iyengar Yoga Institute in Pune. Through her work, June pays homage to her teacher of 23 years, Geetaji Iyengar
to whom she owes an enormous debt of gratitude and heartfelt love.

June Whittaker Pisano
Toughts and reflections on practise.
“Practice for me is an opportunity to “check in” with
myself on every level.To honour and pay homage to
my body, breath, mind and spirit.
It is SO very easy to forget what an incredible instrument we have been given. Given all external stimuli
we are exposed to this is completely understandable. But, we are Yogi’s. Our question inevitably arises,
‘who are we?’
In our system, we practice asana, pranayama,
pratyahara. It is for us to investigate our states of
consciousness and awareness. Using regular yoga
practice we can learn to sensitize our perceptions
and observe ‘what is’ from the feedback given to us
by these, our beautiful and astonishing instruments.
With experience and over time this “checking in” or
“exploration” can be valued by the measure of the
level of tolerance, patience, respect and the eventual dignity we are given by our practice along with
any teachings or transmissions we may be blessed
enough to receive.

It is our process. Through our gradual and pragmatic
understanding of alignment techniques which,
importantly, are not only a mere alignment of our
our bodily structures but include all the body’s
sheaths and remember, must also include alignment
with the natural order, the balance and flow of life.
We can then learn to become our own teachers and
masters, to discern, to cast away, to choose, in order
to find our own empowerment. There is therefore is
no need to idolize outer gurus, spiritual teachers
and leaders. We probably all do this at some point
in our lives but is it not our common ultimate truth
and understanding that we are born free? Is this
realisation not inspirational?
Can we comprehend? Can we connect with our
mats, with ourselves and importantly, with others?
Can we carry this comprehension forwards with us
into our lives?
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